
Get a FREE Palo Santo 

and RutaVaLa! 

January 1 to 31, 2011, when you place a single 

order of 185 PV or more, you’ll receive a 5 ml 

bottle of Palo Santo essential oil and a 

RutaVaLa™ Roll-On absolutely free. 

That’s $62.50 (wholesale) in FREE products! 

Palo Santo 

Palo Santo—one of Young Living’s exclusive Ecuador oils—has been traditionally 

used by the Incas to purify and cleanse the spirit from negative energies. 

 Diffuse in a Young Living diffuser for increased spiritual meditation. 

 Rub in your hands and inhale for an added sense of grounding. 

RutaVaLa 

Unique to Young Living, RutaVaLa™ Roll-On is a proprietary blend of Ruta 

graveolens (rue), Lavender, and Valerian essential oils. Although Lavender and 

Valerian are well known for their sedative properties, this blend introduces the 

lesser-known, yet highly effective, rue essential oil. The trio is formulated to relax 

the body and mind, counter stressed nerves, and revitalize passion.  

 Rebalances energy to improve vigor during daily activities. 

 Reduces inhibitions and minimizes stressful situations. 

 Induces quality sleep. 

Offer Details: 

 Offer valid 12:00 a.m. MST January 1, 2011, to 11:59 p.m. MST January 31, 

2011. 

 Limit one free 5 ml bottle of Palo Santo essential oil and one free RutaVaLa 

Roll-On per order. 

 Offer valid on orders of 185 PV or more. Limit of five qualifying orders per 

promotion per month. 

 PV minimum must be reached in a single order. Partial orders placed 

throughout the qualifying month cannot be combined in order to receive the 

promotional product(s). 

http://www.youngliving.com/essential-oils/Palo-Santo
http://www.youngliving.com/essential-oil-roll-ons/RutaVaLa-Roll-On


 Offer available to Young Living Independent Distributors, preferred 

customers, and retail customers. 

 Valid on phone, Essential Rewards, and web orders only. 

 Offer does not apply to Essential Rewards point redemption orders. 

 PV not earned for free product. 

 Customer responsible for shipping costs associated with free product. 

 Offer valid in the US and all NFR markets, except where restrictions 

prevent promotional product(s) from entering your country. 

 


